
 

 includes a cleansing bath with our hydro surge bathing system, blow dry, 
nails trimmed, ears cleaned and a fifteen minute brush out. 

 
Types of specialty baths:

 1. Deshedding treatment- we use a specialized shampoo and conditioner that helps release the undercoat
and then remove as much of the undercoat as possible with the high velocity dryer and our deshedding tools.

Please note this treatment is most effective when done on a regular schedule. 
When is a deshedding treatment beneficial? If you see tumble weeds of your dogs hair in your house, it is
probably time to try out our deshedding treatment. It is also beneficial for double coated dogs to regulate their

body temperature, in both the cold and hot weather. 
 

2. Medicated shampoo for dry or scaly skin- we use different variations of medicated shampoos to help
alleviate your dogs dry or itchy skin. The exact shampoo to help benefit your dog will be determined after

evaluation by the groomer. We typically do not use or recommend oatmeal because of potential grain
allergies, but will use upon the request from dog owner. 

When is a medicated shampoo beneficial? If your dog seems to have dry or flaky skin, this can help
rehydrate the skin underneath the fur to help itching. Just like humans, their skin can sometimes need
moisturizing. This is not to substitute going to the vet for major skin conditions. We will gladly use a vet

shampoo if prescribed as part of the medicated shampoo service. 
 

3. Spa services- this is a shampoo/conditioner offered during holidays for specialty scents. 
(IE: sugar cookie, pumpkin spice, etc). 

When is a spa service package beneficial? If your dog wants to celebrate the holiday in scent and style.
These seasonal scents make cuddling your dog irresistible (to both you and family that might be visiting!).     

 
 

full service bath


